Abstract. The process capability indices C p , C pk are widely used in the modern quality management as statistical measures of the ability of a process to produce output X within specification limits. The customer's requirement to ensure C p ≥ 1.33 is often applied in contracts. Capability indices estimates may be calculated with the estimates of the mean m and the variability 6s, and for it, the quality characteristic in a sample of pieces should be measured. It requires, in turn, using advanced measuring devices and well-qualified staff. From the other hand, quality inspection by attributes, fulfilled with limit gauges (go/no-go) is much simpler and has a higher performance, but it does not give the numerical values of the quality characteristic. The described method allows estimating the mean and the variability of the process on the basis of the results of limit gauge inspection with certain lower limit LCL and upper limit UCL, which separates the pieces into three groups: where X < LCL, number of pieces is n 1 , where LCL X < UCL, n 2 pieces, and where X ≥ UCL, n 3 pieces. So-called Pittman-type estimates, developed by the author, are functions of n 1 , n 2 , n 3 and allow calculation of the estimated m and s. Thus, C p and C pk also may be estimated without precise measurements. The estimates can be used in quality inspection of lots of pieces as well as in monitoring and control of the manufacturing process. It is very important for improving quality of articles in machining industry through their tolerance.
Introduction
In machining industry, one of the main classes of quality characteristics of a piece is its dimensional parameters, such as length, width, diameter, thickness, etc. The requirements to such a characteristic are usually expressed in lower specification limit LSL and upper specification limit USL, or, sometimes, one of them. Dimensional inspection is carried out to make sure that the piece produced has the required dimension. The methods of dimensional inspection can be divided into inspection by variables when the dimension is measured and then compared with the specification limits and inspection by attributes when the dimension is checked to be within the specification limits by using a limit gauge or a pair of gauges (go/no-go).
The development of the quality concept over a few past decades had led to the comprehension that main efforts must be focused on the manufacturing process rather than on the inspection of the ready product [1, 2] . A manufacturer has to pay much attention to statistical characteristics of processes. The conformation of a product to a specified tolerance is not enough anymore. Statistical process control [3] [4] [5] becomes one of the most important tools of quality assurance. It is even better to talk about the continuous improvement of processes in manufacturing, engineering, service, or any business management, that is one of the main ideas of the modern quality management [6] .
Process characteristics are especially important for a product assembled from many parts [7] , and, as it is shown in [8] , quality requirements can be accurately predicted in the design stage thanks to a better knowledge of the statistical characteristics of the process.
According to this concept, in the modern contract practices, in many cases supplier of parts have to give statistical proof of quality besides protocols of acceptance inspection, either complete or sampling. As a sufficient proof, the capability indices C p and/or C pk [9] , calculated for the factual process data, are widely used [10, 11] .
The capability index C p includes the variation parameter, or width of random spreading, which, for normal distribution, usually is assumed to be 6s:
where USL and LSL are upper and lower specification limits, respectively. Commonly recommended requirement is C p ≥ 1.33. In most cases, at least, C p ≥ 1 must be ensured.
Another capability index C pk also measures how close to the target is the process:
so, it is a better characteristic of the actual process quality. Statistical process control must ensure convergence of C p and C pk values.
To estimate the capability indices, so, we must estimate the process mean and standard deviation. It can be done if a sample of pieces produced in the process is taken and the values of their quality characteristic (process output) are measured. Different estimate procedures can be applied [12] .
In general, statistical process control includes the following stages: -periodically taking samples of pieces, being produced in the process; -statistical tests of the process with the aim to detect shifts of the parameters (mean m and standard deviation s); -if shifts are not detected, the process continues without changes; if the shift of mean is detected, the process can be improved by an appropriate corrective action; if too large variability is detected, then, as a rule, the process must be stopped until the causes of it are cleared up and eliminated.
Note, that the idea of an observation-based correction is used not only in the process control but in measurements and measuring instruments, too [13] . A technical background of the similar approach is currently being developed for the newest types of manufacturing processes, such as laser cladding [14] .
Different types of control charts are used to monitor the process and detect its shifts from the normal state, from the fundamental and well-known X À S, X À R types, recommended by the international standards [15, 16] , to complicated ones, such as described, for example, in [17] [18] [19] . Control charts for variables require much fewer sample volumes and are more accurate than control charts for attributes. However, the quality characteristic must be measured to build and use control charts for variables. The measured values also allow calculating the necessary correction if the shift of mean is detected.
However, it is more economical to gauge pieces into groups than to measure the values of their quality characteristic precisely, and limit gauges are widely used in acceptance inspection, especially when the quality characteristic is a dimensional parameter. It is often quicker, easier and therefore cheaper to gauge an article than it is to measure it exactly. Some schemes of process control on the base of gauging have been developed, starting with [20, 21] . For many processes realized by using high-performance equipment, it is practically the only way of monitoring.
While two-limit gauging (go/no-go) the numbers of 'too small' and 'too large' pieces are counted, and it is an inspection by attributes. The difficulty is that for highquality processes, the nominal level of nonconformities is only a few ppm, and a sample will contain at least one or two nonconforming pieces either if it is very large (some hundreds or thousands) or when the process is out of the normal state (C pk < 1 or even C p < 1) and many nonconforming pieces are already produced.
Some methods based on using of narrow-limit [21] [22] [23] [24] or step [25, 26] gauges were proposed to overcome this difficulty. These methods also use the results of the inspection by attributes, but with narrowed control limits UCL, LCL instead of the originally specified limits: UCL < USL, LCL > LSL. The probability of process output falling outside these control limits is rather high even when the process is in the normal state. The methods allow detecting changes in a mean or a variability before significant production of nonconforming pieces. Figure 1 reproduces, except conventional designations, the figure from [23] , explaining the idea of the method. LSL and USL are lower and upper originally specified limits, respectively, LCL and UCL are narrowed control limits. The target of the process is m 0 = (LSL + USL)/2. The process output is assumed normally distributed, and its probability density includes two parameters: mean m and standard deviation s.
When the sample of the volume n is inspected with a pair of limit gauges (go/no-go), two numbers are counted: n 1 Àthe number of pieces, having process output value less than the lower control limit, and n 3 À the number of pieces, having process output value greater than the upper control limit. The number of pieces within the narrowed limits is n 2 . Certainly, n = n 1 + n 2 + n 3 . As one of the numbers n 1 , n 3 increases, or both at once, it is a signal that there are changes in the process, and it may require some corrections.
The methods based on using narrow-limit or step gauges are a good alternative to standard control charts based on variables when the quality characteristic is difficult or expensive to measure precisely but economical to gauging. But is it possible to use the same data to estimate the process parameters and capability indices as well?
In this article, the problem of estimation of capability indices from the results of sample inspection with a pair of limit gauges is solved. The solution is based on some particular methods of statistical estimation developed and researched in [27] [28] [29] .
Those estimates are adequate in the situation of observations grouped in a few scale intervals or discrete of the measuring device. The author named such kind of observations strongly discretized (or 'highly quantized'), and the obtained estimates Pittman-type estimates.
The essence of the approach is as follows. Let the vector u represents some measured values, and it belongs to the set Q. The random variables X 1 , … , X n are observed for measuring it. Let the observations are independent, identically distributed, and their probability density depends on u as a parameter: f(x ; u). The values of the observed variables are registered with a certain discreteness, and because of it the sample includes only a few neighboring values s j , s 1 < s 2 < … < s m . The value s j repeats n j times, j = 1, … , m, n 1 + n 2 + … + n m = n. Herewith s j = s jÀ1 + c, where c is the discrete (scale interval). Observations are called strongly discretized if mis small (2-4). Such discretion is too rough to reflect the details of distribution, and classical statistics becomes incorrect, particularly, the consistency is lost.
Formally, it is equivalent to grouped samples. Usually grouped observations are treated as if they were nongrouped, giving all the units that fall into a particular group a 'representative' value equal either to an endpoint or to the central value of that group's interval. It often leads to considerable systematic errors. A maximum likelihood approach to parameter estimation in such cases was researched in [30] , and in [25, 26] similar ideas were applied to control charts based on step gauges.
The value s j is such a representative value obtained when the observed variable's value belongs to the interval or semi-interval of the length c which includes s j . Let us denote this semi-interval by Q(s j ). Depending on the method of discretization (quantization) of the measuring device, used for observation, it may be
or
The probability to obtain the value s j while observation of the variable X i is, using the above-made denoting,
Joint probability of the vector of the discretized observations
If the weight loss function W ðû; uÞ is defined, the problem of optimal (in Bayesian sense) estimation of the measured vector u from strongly discretized observations may be set:
whereû is the estimate to be found, E u is the operator of expected value, taken with the definite value of the parameter u.
If the loss function is chosen as a square of Euclid's norm:
the solution of the problem (7) (Pittman-type estimate) iŝ
This estimate is consistent [29] . If a parameter vector consists of two components m and s, the considerable loss function for its estimation should be chosen as [28] Wðm;ŝ; m; sÞ ¼ w 1 ðm À mÞ 2 þ w 2ŝ s À 1 2 ;
and, independently on the values of coefficients w 1 and w 2 , Pittman-type estimates take the form
If the standard deviation is unknown, these estimates are better than maximum likelihood estimates [28, 29] .
Methods
Using the pair of limit gauges with control limits LCL, UCL classifies the sample of n pieces into three groups: n 1 pieces having X < LCL ('too small'), n 2 pieces having LCL X < UCL ('good') and n 3 pieces with X ≥ UCL ('too large'). The situation is very similar to strongly discretized observations, grouped by three discretes with scale interval equal to UCL À LCL. So, we can estimate mean m and standard deviation s, as if we have strongly discretized observations.
Assuming process output normally distributed, as it is often done in serial and mass production, we can write the following expressions for the probabilities of the three groups mentioned above:
is a probability of the event "process output is less than the lower control limit"; -p 2 ðm; sÞ ¼ P ðLCL
is a probability of the event "process output is within the control limits"; -p 3 ðm; sÞ ¼ P ðX ≥ UCLjm; sÞ ¼ 1 À F UCLÀm s À Á is a probability of the event "process output is greater than the upper control limit"; all with the given values of the parameters m, s.
The joint probability of the definite values of the numbers n 1 , n 2 , n 3 is controlled by the polynomial distribution: 
Pittman-type estimates calculation also requires the set of integration. We wish to detect rather small deviations from the normal process state, so, we can choose the interval (LCL ; UCL) for m and (s 0 ; 2s 0 ) for s, and integrate on the set Q = (LCL ; UCL) Â (s 0 ; 2s 0 ).
Finally, Pittman-type estimates are as follows: 
These estimates are functions of the results of the inspection, i.e., of the triple of numbers n 1 , n 2 , n 3 . It is easy to find the probability distribution of the estimates under the given values of m, s from the expression (11) . If H (t 1 , t 2 ) is a scalar function of two arguments, the distribution function of the random variable h ¼ Hðm;ŝÞ is F ðy; m; sÞ ¼ P fh yjm; sg ¼ X n 1 ;n 2 ;n 3 :Hðm ; ŝÞ y P ðn 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 ; m; sÞ; ð16Þ
where summarization involves those triplets n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , for which the values of estimatesm;ŝ are such that Hðm;ŝÞ y.
Results and discussion
The above-described estimation method is developed to increase the precision of measurements in extremely highprecision cases, because it decreases the error caused by measurements discreteness. The example of application of the method to coordinate measurements of intricately shaped surfaces is given in [31] . In [32] the method is applied to the data processing in the laser interferometric system. Table 1 , taken from [32] , represents some consecutively values observed from the laser interferometer where the reflector is stopped. There is a random spread of the observations, so, the center of the distribution should be estimated to locate the "zero" position more precisely. After moving to another position, we can do the same operations, get the new position of the reflector and subtract the "zero" from it to measure the distance with a sub-micrometric precision.
However, the discrete of reading of the values in Table 1 is rather large in comparison with the random spread width, so, the classical estimates (like the sample average) mm,ŝ = 0.35 · 10 À3 mm. With these estimates, the "zero" may be precisely located, and later the measured position, too.
In almost the same manner, the proposed estimation method allows estimating mean and standard deviation of the manufacturing process in industry.
After inspection of a sample of pieces and counting the quantities n 1 of pieces having X < LCL, n 2 of pieces having LCL X < UCL, and n 3 of pieces having X ≥ UCL, the estimates of the parameters m, s should be calculated according to (14, 15) . Then we can substitute the estimates to the appropriate formulas and find the estimates of the capability indices:
Of course, in practice, there is no need to evaluate the integrals. Instead of it, the values of estimates should be calculated beforehand and tabulated for all the combinations of n 1 , n 2 , n 3 forming the given sample volume n = n 1 + n 2 + n 3 .
Operating characteristics of hypothesis tests for the indices values based on the found estimates are built according to (16) . They depend on both parameters m, s. 
the null hypothesis is rejected when
with a certain 0 < l < 1. The corresponding operating characteristic comes out from (16) with Hðm;ŝÞ ¼ s 0 =ŝ, y = 1 À l. To obtain the operating characteristic in the common form LðC p Þ, we should take into account the dependence of the probability distribution (13) on s, what is equivalent to the dependence on C p , and on m. So, there is a family of functions LðC p ; mÞ with different values of m. Some examples are presented in Figure 2 . For example, suppose that we have a sample of 50 pieces from the process, which has the mean value equal to the nominal: m = m 0 . We complete gauging and count the numbers n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , calculate the estimateĈ p of the index C p , and accept the lot ifĈ p =C 0 p > 0:85. Figure 2b shows that with such a procedure we have the probability about 0.95 to accept the lot when the actual C p is equal to 1, and the probability about 0.1 to accept the lot from the process which has the actual C p ¼ 0:7C 0 p . As the mean shifts by 0.4s 0 , the first probability stays almost the same, and the second becomes about 0.19.
Note that if one of the pieces has the quality characteristic value falling far from the majority of the sample, it will have only a limited influence on the values of the estimates. So, the proposed estimates are robust, what is important for statistical process control [33] .
Here the estimates of capability indices are inferenced from the process parameters estimates, which are optimal in the sense of the loss function (10) . It would be interesting to use, instead of it, a loss function directly referring to the precision of estimation of the appropriate index, i.e., a function that is proportional tô 
Conclusions
The described method of estimation of the capability indices has the following features: -it uses the idea of sampling inspection by attributes with narrowed, comparing with initial specifications, control limits, and it allows reducing expenses and has a higher performance in comparison with inspection and control by variables; -in the same time, it allows to obtain numerical estimates of capability indices that is usually impossible if only data by attributes are available; -the estimates can be used in machining industry in inspection and acceptance of lots of pieces as well as in monitoring and control of the manufacturing process.
The estimate of mean m gives the value of correction to make process closer to its target, if necessary. This estimate is robust, i.e., lowly sensitive to one or two outliers in a sample.
Using the estimates in process control allows improving quality of articles in machining industry through their tolerance without increasing expenses for precise measurements. It is very important for the modern highperformance industry. 
